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1. Please comment on the course materials - readings, handouts, PowerPoint slides, etc. including which you found most and least useful.

- The slide handouts were great. Makes it very easy to keep notes and course content together.
- Course materials were good and helpful. Most helpful were the slides an least helpful were the
videos.
- The slides were easy to read but too less information just to study for the finals based on that.
- the powerpoints were very cohesive and i enjoyed the readings and how it connected what we learn
to the real world.
- Slides were useful; great and exciting articles for reading!
- Handout is clear
- Course materials are really useful and relevant, readings provide a lot of insight, could have
assigned more readings
- He did a really nice job with slides and printing them out for the class to take notes on.
- I liked that this course had current event articles to read from rather than a book; it kept the material
fresh and very applicable. The slides were detailed and easy to follow.
- A decent cover of basics knowledge of Info Tech. Exploration in Data mining is interesting !
- PPT is very useful and the readings are interesting.
- The readings were interesting.
- Slides and videos are very useful.
- I thought the material was very interesting, in large part due to the presentation and the
approachable style. The introductory python lessons were especially useful, as it was my first
encounter with coding, and I wish I could have learned more or had more of similar material to study
more advanced techniques.
- The course materials are well-structured and lecture slides are very clear. Overall well organized
and straightforward.
- Good

2. Which topics and class sessions did you find most and least valuable? What other topics do
you suggest the instructor include?

- I am not particularly well versed in IT, and therefore I cannot comment on what other topics
could/should be included. However, I found the topics that were included very interesting and fitting
for the course.
- Content was very interesting. Python was very helpful and interesting. Possibly include a lesson on
excel.
- We didn't spend enough time on how IT transforms the industry but ended up learning about Python
a huge lot, and I think this was unfair to those students who really wanted to learn info tech and
business.
- i enjoyed learning python
- Over the course of limited 6 weeks, I enjoyed the Python part just as much as the first half.
- Most valuable to learn programming
- The topics regarding how business value was created, could have digged deeper into more specific
details
- The content was great - it was not too trivial but he covered the main points in a concise way.
- I really enjoyed the coding portion, but I think a little bit more time had to be devoted to the last
session. It was definitely the hardest and the one that needed the most attention.
- Data Mining and advertisement part is great.
- Programming is so valuable.
- python and data mining most valuable.
- N/A
- All the materials were incredibly rich, even though I understand they only touch the surface of each
topic. I think that with the time we had for each session, the class was well paced.
- Topics on programming such as Python and also other data mining models are very valuable and
useful for everyday use.
- Good

3. Do you have any feedback for your Teaching Fellow? (If you did not have a TF, please enter
"NA.")

-

N/A
NA
na
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

-

NA
professor took on the role as an TF. Good job!
NA
NA
NA
Good

4. Do you have any other comments for your instructor or additional constructive feedback that
would help improve future students' learning?

- A couple more smaller programming assignments would have been greatly helpful for those who
have never programmed using Python before. I was lucky because I have used the language
before, but for someone completely new to programming a one-time big assignment was probably a
bit challenging.
- Great class! Thanks!
- na
- maybe in the future if you would be able to provide practice midterm/final exams so that students
know what to expect
- - My instructor is very good
- Sometimes the content is too broad and general, maybe we could spend time looking at a complete
supply chain and value creating process of one company
- Professor Filippas was fantastic! For someone so young and new to teaching (saying it was his first
time teaching this course) he has, to my delight, been one of my favorite educators I have taken at
NYU through two years. This is not because I believe I will receive an A. His method of teaching
really worked for me and I believe it did for the rest of the class too. You can tell he is a naturally
good educator with the way he covers material and asks for classroom participation.
- I truly enjoyed taking this course. I came in thinking I wouldn't like it based on what people in
previous semesters had told me, but it actually inspired me to change my concentration. The
instructor did a great job for his first time teaching the course. He explained everything well but also
concisely, and he made sure to stop at the end of every topic to answer questions. I would
recommend him highly.
- Very kind and helpful. Thanks for the quick camp of python in this summer
- More programming lessons
- sweet and nice professor. always so helpful during office hour.
- NA
- Thank you, Apostolos. You have delivered on your promise. This has definitely been one of the
most fun and interesting courses I've taken so far.
- This course is well structured and nicely organized with balance information on different parts of the
materials. Helpful and useful
- Good

